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ln producing herewith 01 (one) seized Tractor having No. BR-05-G A-6757 loaded
with river bed materials i.e. sand as per proper seizure l!st,

In this regards I PSI Amit Saibo of Bagdogra PS , SPC lodged a written complaint to the effect
that on L0,09,22lalongwith force HG-1L18 Dipesh singha & cv-3g0 sampad singha were
performed morning mobile duty at Bagdogra ps area vide Bagdogra pS M,c.c. No.2s97122
dt. 10.09.22 and at 09-10 hrs during mobile duty received infoimation from duty officer
some loaded vehicle were seen with carrying river bed material unauthorizely and moving
towards Kestopur More from Halal under PS Bagdogra which diarised vide Bagdogra pS GDE
No. 501 dt' 10.09.22 . Accordingly I informed the matter to the o.C. Bagdogra pS and as per
direction I alongwith force and others officer ASI Jakirul lslam, ASI Khagen Barman reached
at Kestopur More and found that the above noted vehicles loaded with river materials was
coming from Halal side. I alongwith force tried to stop the vehicle at Kestopur More , the
driver got down from the vehicte and flee awai and found that the said vehicle were loaded
with river materials i.e. sand. But neither the driver nor the owner of the vehicle appears
before us. it is reason to believe that the driver of the vehicle was carrying the riverbed
materials by theft without any valid documents/papers illegally. During enquiry it could be
ascertained that the river bed materiais were loaded from river side near village Halal pS
Bagdogra ilJegally- Thus it is suspected,thatthe organized racket in operation for carrying
riverbed materials illegally for wrongful gain and thereby causing huge revenue loss to the
Government of w.B. Hence, As such I seized the tractor bearing No. BR-05-G A-6757loaded
with river bed materials i.e. sand as per proper seizure list in presence of witnesses. The
seizure has been made in between 10-05 hrs to 10_35hrs.

Under the above circumstances I pray that a specific case may kindly be started against the
driver ofthe above noted seized Tractor and arrange for its investigation .
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Ps Bagdogra/SpC
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